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Computer case Darkflash DK431 + 4 fans (white)

Darkflash DK431 computer case + 4 fans
With the help of the Darkflash DK431 computer case, you can easily create a hardware configuration on which you will enjoy gaming or
working.  The  product  is  equipped  with  various  ports  such  as  USB  3.0  and  2.0,  and  high-quality  materials  have  been  used  in  its
construction.  The transparent,  opening side panel  will  not  only make it  easier  to swap out components,  but  also allow you to achieve
interesting visual effects, for example, in combination with RGB fans.
 
Stylish and functional
The side panel of the case has been equipped with practical hinges, so you can easily open it to replace components or clean the parts.
Tempered  glass  was  used  for  its  construction,  which  allows  you  to  expose  the  components  placed  inside  -  for  example,  those  with
colorful  backlighting.  Its  opening is  facilitated by a special  silk  handle.  Moreover,  the front  panel  with a mesh structure and PVC filter
gives the case an even more interesting industrial character.
 
Optimal cooling system
Play  dynamic  games  and  be  sure  that  your  computer  will  not  overheat.  The  DK431  allows  you  to  mount  up  to  12  120mm  fans  or  8
140mm fans. It also features vents on its side panel for even better heat dissipation. What's more, you can install 360mm water cooling
in the top or front of the case. Note: it is not possible to install fans on the right side and water cooling on the front of the case at the
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same time.
 
More expansion possibilities
The case allows you to mount up to 4 hard drives, so you don't have to worry about running out of space for your photos or videos. It is
ideal  for  graphic  designers  and  photographers,  among others.  It  also  allows  you  to  mount  a  400mm VGA card  and  160mm high  CPU
cooling.  The carefully  thought-out  design  and practical  cable  grommet  make sure  you can optimize  the  space.  The DK431 also  has  a
removable dust filter to help you keep your components in good condition.
 
An array of useful ports
Create a hardware configuration that you'll be comfortable using. The DK431 case is equipped with a number of useful ports and buttons
that  will  make  your  work  much  easier.  Among other  things,  you  have  a  microphone  input  and  headphone/speaker  output,  2  USB  2.0
ports, as well as Reset and Power buttons. There's also a USB 3.0 port that allows you to quickly charge connected devices and transfer
files instantly.
 
Included
computer case
fans CL6 ARGB x4
Brand
Darkflash
Model
DK431
Color
White
Case type
Middle Tower
Motherboard standard
E-ATX, ATX, M-ATX
Side panel
Tempered glass
Front panel
Iron / ABS
Dimensions
470x205x485mm
Disk mounting locations
HDD x2 / SSD x2
Expansion card slots
7
Maximum graphics card length
400mm
Max CPU cooling height
160mm
Power source mounting location
Bottom
Fan mounting options
Front: 120mm fan x3 / 140mm fan x3;
Top: 120mm fan x3 / 140mm fan x2;
Rear: 120mm fan x1;
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Water cooling mounting options
Front: 360mm water cooling;
Rear: 360mm water cooling;
Connectors
USB 3.0 x1, USB 2.0 x2, headphone/speaker output, microphone input, Power, Reset
Fan model
CL6 ARGB

Preço:

Antes: € 96.0015

Agora: € 85.50

Jogos, PC Cases
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